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Chemistry Fluxx
Release Date: May 25, 2017
Chemistry Fluxx is the elemental 
card game where the rules are 
always changing. Use atoms and 
laboratory gear to match the current 
Goal and win! Chemistry Fluxx is 
the perfect compound of chance 
and skill, where you'll not only be 
playing with elements and
molecules, but you'll also be 
learning about them! Chemistry 
Fluxx is so much fun you'll be 
playing it more than periodically.

Math Fluxx
Release Date: March 9, 2017
Math Fluxx really is all about the 
numbers. Players use positive 
integers (whole numbers) in their 
quest to achieve a very mathematical 
Goal. But it's not just putting 4 and 2 
together to achieve the 42 Goal (for 
example); Math Fluxx also features 
the Plan B Meta Rule. Plan B puts 
Special Victory Rules into play which 
give you a second way to win and 
require even more arithmetical 
acumen. With Math Fluxx, the fun is 
exponential! 

Nano�ctionary
Release Date: August 17, 2017
Where are we? Who is there? 
What's going on? And how is it all 
going to end? These are the crucial 
questions each player answers, 
choosing from the cards they're 
dealt to tell a very short story. 
Nanofictionary is a story-telling 
game in three rounds. Players 
combine Settings, Characters, 
Problems and Resolutions to
create a story they then tell to
the other players. 

Better with Bacon
Release Date: January 26, 2017
Everything is Better with Bacon,
even Just Desserts! Looney Labs' hit
game of serving sweets brings a little
savory into the mix with this 10 card 
expansion pack. This expansion 
proves that Just Desserts is definitely 
Better with Bacon!
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Doctor Who Fluxx
Release Date: November 23, 2017
Doctor Who Fluxx takes Fluxx through 
Time And Relative Dimension In Space. 
Join with various regenerations of the 
Doctor, some companions, Gallifreyan 
tech, and K-9 (but beware of Cybermen, 
Daleks, Weeping Angels, and the Master) 
and play the most ever-changingest, 
timey-wimey version of Fluxx ever 
created. Doctor Who Fluxx: you'll play it 
time after time after time after time...


